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New reciprocating saw 
blades launched in SA 

I N the highly competftive cut
ting and tooling sectors. cus. 
tomers rety on stringent qual· 

ity. robustness and technically 
sound products which wilJ not 
only last them a life-time'; but 
wiU provide excellent accuracy, 
performance and return.on-invest· 
ment. Jn a nutshell, the 'fastest 
first cut'. 

Since First Cut. a lead· 
ing South African manufacturer 
and dJstributor of capital equip
ment and cutting consumables 
began manufacturing hack
saw blades 19 years ago under 
licence from Neill Tools (Spear 
and Jackson's parent company) 
the relationship - as well as local 
market leadership - has grown 
and flourished. 

RecenHy, Spear and Jackson's 
Export Sales Director. Steve 
Turner. visited South Africa to 
assist First Cut in launching the 
innovative new Edipse Predator 
reciprocating saw blade range. 

·rhis new range of blades 
has been designed to serve the 
power tool ma.rt(el a major area of 
development for Spear and 
Jackson as the demand for power 
toots and accessories graNS -
and one in which we can really 
achieve brand and market teader· 
ship." Turner said. 

The blades are available in 
three types, High Carbon Steel 
(HCS). Bi-metal and Tungsten 
Carbide (TC). 
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The HCS blade range has 
been designed for wood cutting, 
aJthough they are highly suitable 
for rutting other soft materials 
sudl as laminated chipboards and 
soft plastics. 

The bi·metal blades with their 
electron beam.welded heavy. 
duty bi.metal construction feature 
a M42 HSS steel culling edge 
containing 8% cobatt for robust, 
longe1 lasting teeth. 

The TC ranige features blades 
..;th tungsten carbide tipped teeth, 
.mich altow fa fas~ easy cut
ting through construction material 
sudl as brick. porous concrete 
and masonry. 

AJI bfades are supplied in five· 
packs with the exception of the 
brick blade which is sold in sin· 
gles. 

'V'lith these blades, reciprocal 
saw users will be able to exploit 
the full potential of these versatile 
tools ," Turner said. 

Importantly, these new recipro· 
cal saw blades also fit ..;th the 
prevailing business strategy at 
Spear and Jackson. 

We are often asked if we sup· 
ply both professional and OIY 
ranges which are priced accord· 
ingly. Spear and Jacl<soo has the 
philosophy that we supply pro· 
fessional quality tools which are 
accessible to the OIY user, who 
can then effectively 'trade up'." 
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Small footprint, high power 
excavator comes to SA 

SMITH Power Equipment (SPE). 
South African importers and dis. 
tributors of specialist machinery, 

tt.11 maintenance equipment and off· 
road vehicles. recently announced 
the arrival of the Kubota J<X080-3S 
Super Series eight·ton excavator. 

Ideal for tough construction pro
jects that require high power and 
performance in confined spaces, the 
company says the KX080-3S can do 
just about anything that larger con. 
ventional machines can do. 

"With fts compact size. the KXOSO. 
3S can actieve a high level of indus. 
trial performance on space.restrict· 
ed construction sites, making it a 
unique proposition for local contrac
tors needing substantial power on 
space-restrained urban sites," said 
Tom Bloom, SPE General Manager: 
Construction Equipment. 

The KXOBQ.3S boasts a light 
tail swing and due to its tight tail 
design and shorter rear overhang, 
the machine has improved stabil· 
ity, is equipped to handle a wider 
range of loads and can function com. 
fortabfy in far more restricted spaces 
than traditional tail swing excavators 
can. 

The auto idle system on the KXOSO. 
3S helps saves up to 10% on fuel, 
prompting the engine to idle auto
matically when it senses the control 
levers in neutraJ for longer than four 

seconds. The engine immediately re· 
engages if the control levers are 
moved. The auto idle feature aids in 
noise reduction, exhaust emissions 
and overall operating costs. 

The J<X080-3S' three-pump hydrau
lic system is a load·sensing system 
that makes use of three independent 
pumps for boom, arm and swivel 
for more efficient bucket operation. 
The high capacity conlfol valve and 
hydraulic variable pomps of the sys· 
tern enable high performance shav. 
eting and loading. 

Several other unique features of 
the Kubota KX080-3S excavator set 
it apart from its competitors, includ· 
ing stability, range, oil flow control, its 

eledrlc fuel refilling punp, auto.shift 
and boom lowering prevention. 

In terms of stabiity, the KXOB0-3S 
combines smooth hydraulic system 
performance with balance for optimal 
stabilily and, together with tts extend
ed dumping height. swing boom, 
large bucket capacity and deep dig. 
ging ab~ity; ft can easily match or 
exceed the range of the latest high 
capacity dumpers, tippers in meeting 
construdion site requirements. 

The machine's unique fmction of 
oil ftOW' control enables the user to 
control the oil flow in line with the 
requirements. including those of the 
specific attachments in use. 
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Quality festoon systems for bulk 
materials handling machines 

FESTOON systems are the 
life blood of mobile elec- ••t.Jlii 
tric bulk materials han.. r 

and cost effective maintenance with 
subsequent lowest possible opera· 
tional and ownership costs and 
rapid return on investment." Marks 

said. 
dling machinery, feeding ener· 
gy, data, air or fluids to these 
machines to keep them moving. 

As operations such as open 
cast and underground mines, 
quarries, stockyards, and ports 
depend on the reliable operation of 
these machines, equipment longevity, 
maximun uptime and high productiv· 
ity Jevets are fundamental to sustain· 
able production and subsequently 
profitability. 

~No matter how extreme and ardu· 
ous the conditions, it is paramount 
that festoon systems maintain a relj. 
able. efficient. seamless and uninter· 
rupted feed to machinery at all costs,• 
said Powermite Marketing Director, 
Donovan Marks. ~our specialised 
festoon systems set the benchmark in 
quality and rtf99ed reliability because 
there can simply be no compromise: 

Pa.Hermite is part of the Hudaoo 
Group and has been a specialist 
supplier to local industry of electrical 

and mechani· cat equipment 
for moving machinery for close 
on 50 years. In partnership ..;th 
French multinational, Oelachaux and 
its Conductix·Wampfler operation, 
Powermite's materials handling divi· 
sion has been distributing Conductix 
festoon systems. Cable Reeling 
Drums (CROs) and sip-ring housings 
to the Southern African mining and 
industJy for over four decades. 

"Drawing on Powermite and 
Conductix·Wampfler's combined 
experience in electrification systems 
of over a century, the modular design 
of our tight, medium and heavy duly 
festoon systems incorporates the lat· 
est... technology. Benefits... include 
above.average operational life, easy 
installation, uncomplicated operation 

The design and correct alignment 
of the cable significantly influences 
the performance of energy and data 
transmission. The compact, rugged 
and reliab'8 custom.made Powermite/ 
Conductix·WBmpfler cable carriers 
on the festoon systems effectively 
and efficiently handle and protect flat 
and round power/data cables that 
transfer electrical energy and data to 
machinery. 

The l·Beam cab'8 carrier is suited 
for heavy duty appfications induding 
bulk container handling by aanes 
typically found at ports. With a load 
capacity of up to 125kg and maxi· 
mum system length of 150m. the 
C··Rail cable carrier, available in zinc· 
coated and stain'8ss steel, is an 
ideal energy supply system for light 
to medium duty applications and is 
suitable for indoor and outdoor use. 
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Clear visibility for reliable flow monitoring 

To check the now processes 
in pipeline systems and for 
insight into the interior of 

process pipes. many flow indica
tors are used in which the flowing 
medium sets a rotor turning and 

thus to a large extent visibty sig· 
nals a flow. The special feature 
of Kobold's special version Type 
DAA is that the rotor is housed in 
a glass cylinder. 

tional flow check from two points of view. On 
one hand, its construction as a visible cylin-
der gives a relatively large and thus easily 
observed field of observation. 

In addition, the rotary r------, 
This version ensures a tune-
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movement of Teflon rotor 
permits renable moni· 
taring of cloudy or dark 
media due to its notice· 
ably bright colour. This type 
of device is aJready widety 
used and has proved itseJf 
in industrial use thanks 
to its functional reliability. 
Wth the OAA flow indicator. 
due to integration of two 
wiper elements, Kobold 
has. for the first time, been ..,.-~-
successful in combining a 
flow indicator with a device which anows the 
equipment to be cleaned t1uciDg. operation. 
The sight tube can be rotated so that the 
wiper elements concentrate the dirt into two 
narrow strips oo the interior of the glass. From 
there it is taken ;;rway effortlessly by the flow. 
For this purpose. the Borosilicate glass 
tube is fitted with 0-rings which slide easiy, 
so that the deaning of the unit can be car· 
ried out by hand even under fut! operating 
pressure. EnqtNy no: 67 


